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An October To Forget? 
October is one of the peculiarly dangerous months for stock market investors. The others are July, January, 
September, April, November, May, March, June, December, August and February. 

So said Mark Twain, the successful writer and shocking investor, more than a century ago. Since the author went 
bankrupt, share prices have fallen sharply in October in 1929, 1987 and 2008 before the current global mark-down. 

Nobody knows why this is often a bad month for shares, but maybe it has something to do with traders feeling fed up 
after summer holidays and sad before winter. Recent fears of trade wars, higher interest rates and Brexit uncertainty 
were specific catalysts this time to bring markets down to a six-month low. 

On the next page we look in more detail at the underlying economic picture and why we believe this gives real reasons 
for optimism, even as the nights grow colder and traders get the jitters. 

A little perspective is also important – when markets are falling it’s easy to feel this is the worst moment. 

But as the table below, taken from JPMorgan’s excellent Guide To The Markets shows, the worst moment during the 
year rarely reflects the ultimate returns at the end of the year. Even in 2008, the fall at the end of the year was less than 
the intra-year tumble. And in 2009, although it started negatively, the end returns were starkly different. 

 

So we keep a watch on markets, but remain focussed on the long term reality that investments do provide long term 
value, and it’s never sensible to panic! 
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Putting Markets In Perspective 
By Nick Chan, Investment Analyst 

The summer months are normally a quiet time for stock markets, however, like over the past few years, negative 
headlines hit global stock markets this quarter. US-China trade tensions continued, Turkey's currency crisis spread 
hitting emerging market economies and time is running out for the UK to agree a Brexit deal with the EU. With all this 
negative news, it is easy to get too pessimistic. However, these issues are normally short lived and as long term investors 
we need to look at the bigger picture and ask if these issues will be a precursor to a recession. 

To help answer this, we can look at the Leading Economic Index (LEI), put together by The Conference Board, which is 
intended to forecast future economic activity. The index is composed of 10 variables including data on employment, 
factory orders from manufacturers, money supply and consumer confidence. The chart on the left below shows the LEI 
in grey with the shaded areas indicating recessionary periods. 

 

A rising LEI value indicates that the economy is growing and a falling value indicates a shrinking economy. As you can 
see the LEI has been a good predictor of a recession, with the indicator moving lower several months before a recession 
starts. Having a better idea of when a recession might start is important to investors as eight out of the last ten bear 
markets (where stock markets fall by over 20%) have been caused by a recession. Looking at the two most recent bear 
markets, the LEI gave a recession alert at the beginning of 2001 and 2007 before stock markets fell over 40% and helping 
investors navigate these tricky market conditions. 

There are undoubtably risks in the market and to ignore these would be foolish. However, the global economy is still 
reasonably strong. Unemployment (shown above on the right hand chart) continues to fall, company earnings are 
strong and consumer confidence is robust, all confirmed by the rising level of the LEI. With this in mind, we continue to 
be cautiously optimistic. 
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Child Trust Fund Babies 
Unlocking a treasure trove for the future. 
On 1st September the first beneficiaries of the Child Trust 
Funds (CTFs), the now defunct tax-free saving scheme that 
was started with a gift of at least £250 from the government, 
turned 16. 
It is estimated that 1.1m parents have lost track of their 
children’s CTFs (or their replacement, the Junior ISAs) – 
which could be holding £1.5bn of assets!  
This is a lost treasure trove of savings that could give a big 
kick-start to savings towards a property. 
We know that most of our clients have kept track, but if you 
are not sure it’s worth a look!! 
Does your child have a CTF? 
All children born between September 1, 2002 and January 2, 
2011 were set up a CTF account. The government initially 
offered families a £250 voucher when their child was born 
and another £250 at the age of 7. If the vouchers were not 
paid in to an account opened by parents, they were 
allocated to a default “stakeholder” fund, typically a UK 
equity index tracker. 
The government payments were scaled back from August 
2010, until the scheme was scrapped in January 2011 and 
replaced with the Junior ISA (JISA). Most of the unclaimed 
“free money” will be in stakeholder accounts that will have 
accrued interest or investment returns. 

Supporting Local  
For Faye and I, one of the great things about running our own business is the chance to support local teams and 
community events. It also gives us a good excuse to get out and about! 

Currently we have three major sponsorships underway – with Hitchin Ladies RFC (all ages), with Harriers Football in 
Little Wymondley, and the Hitchin Fireworks event which happened on Sunday 4th November. We hope to see you at 
one of the matches to give the teams extra support!! 

Is it worth It? 
Up to £4,260 can be invested into JISAs in the 2018/19 
tax year. Over 18 years you could potentially invest 
£76,680 into a JISA. Assuming an average compound 
annual growth rate of 6% (net of costs), in 18 years, 
around £142,000 would have built up.  
According to HMRC, 70 per cent of JISAs that have 
been opened in the past year are cash ISAs, which is 
crazy for such a long-term investment. 
As the chart below shows, the trend of equities 
outperforming both cash and inflation has held over 
the last 100 years and the chart below illustrates 
performance over 18 years (from 1998 to 2018). 

 
What next? If you want help finding a lost CTF, or 
getting started with investments for children, come 
and speak to us! 



RISK WARNING 
With investing your capital is at risk. 

Opinions constitute our judgement as of this date and are subject to change without warning. Past performance 
is not a reliable indicator of future results and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
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The Bit At The Back 

Star Bakers 

Our September Macmillan Coffee Morning was a great 
success – thank you to everyone who popped in and 
tried our great selection of cakes. Most importantly, we 
raised over £277 for a great cause.  

 

Welcome Jana 
September saw the welcome arrival of Jana, who 
joins the client services team and is training to 
become our 3rd wealth manager. 

Raymond James Women’s Network 

In October, RJ launched the Raymond James UK Women 
Wealth Manager Network. The Network has two key 
objectives; To support and retain female wealth 
managers and leaders; and to recruit more female wealth 
managers and leaders. 

It’s part of a process to reflect that the world of wealth is 
changing and clients value a diverse team to support 
them – something that we value here in Hitchin. 

We are really proud that Faye is part of the Advisory 
Council which is getting this initiative up and running. 
Watch this space for more news! 

 

Big Anniversaries 

We celebrated Karen’s  
20 year anniversary 
 with the business in  
August.  

What would we do 
without her?!  
 

This summer was also our 16 year anniversary of 
becoming part of Raymond James – we were only 
the 3rd branch in the UK to join them! 

They sent us this lovely  
gift to show how  

appreciative of us  
they are!  

(We are saving it  
for Christmas!) 

       @RJISHitchin 

        @RJISHitchin 

        @RJISHitchin 

  www.rjweathmanager.co.uk 

Raymond James Investment Services Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. Registered in England and Wales No. 3779657. Registered office: Broadwalk House 5 Appold Street London EC2A 2AG.  

Jana is from Austin, Texas, 
but has lived in the UK for 
nearly 2 years. You will 
recognise her distinctive 
voice when she answers 
the phone!! 


